Dear friend,

Here is another sad article about more animals dying in mass. Surely our world is waxing old. God's innocent creatures, plus countless humans, suffer daily as a result of man's sin. "How long, oh Lord, how long?"

In case you haven't seen it, below is the link to the National Geographic International documentary I participated in. Very professional. Appropriate to show, even in prayer meeting at church. A real eye-opener.

More Mass Animal Deaths
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Mass sudden deaths of 120,000 Kazakhstan antelopes causes alarm
The sudden deaths of tens of thousands of endangered antelopes in Kazakhstan over the past two weeks leave scientists scrambling for answers and...
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Paranatural - Episode 8: Animal Apocalypse
(SUPERNATURAL DOCUMENTARY)

Below is one of our 30-minute *His Voice Today* television programs on the same topic.
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"Even so, come, Lord Jesus!" Revelation 22:20
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